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WRITING IS MY NEW PASSION

Do you like edge-of-your-seat horror or spooky horror
with a mix of paranormal with a mix of pop culture
and fantasy with an infusion of comedy? These are the
genres of my last two books, Never-DEAD and The
Lonely Vampire and regardless of the genre you
prefer, I want to be your go-to-favorite indie author.
Would you believe I didn’t plan on being a writer?
Actually, my heart was set on a dancing and
choreography career for life. The story of how I
became an author is a little crazy, possibly a great
story in and of itself, and this is that story. While
performing in dance concerts with Dance Baltimore
and B. Funk Dance Company, I was attending Howard
Community College in Columbia, Maryland.
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I graduated in 2008 with an Associate of Arts degree in
English because I always enjoyed writing essays about
the literature I had been reading. I was a regular at
Broadway musical auditions in New York and
continued my dancing and choreography career. Then,
smack in the middle of a spring afternoon in 2013, a
novel idea came to me, vivid and real, it just started
running through my head. I called it Gotham Kitty. I
attribute the inspiration for the title character from my
portrayal of Victoria in the Andrew Lloyd Webber
musical CATS in 2006. That was when I started writing.
I turned Gotham Kitty into a screenplay which became
a short television program broadcast on Community
Media Center’s Channel 19 of Westminster, Maryland
for which it was nominated for a VOLLIE Award for
Best Arts/Entertainment Program in 2014.
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It was also screened at the
2016 MystiCon Independent
Film Festival at the Holiday
Inn Tanglewood in Roanoke,
Virginia. Soon after, more
novel ideas came flooding in,
and then I turned them into
screenplays, which became
short television programs I
directed and acted in. These
include Never-DEAD and The
Lonely Vampire. And I’m
thrilled that Never-DEAD, my
debut novel, took third place
in General Fiction in TCK
Publishing’s 2020 Reader’s
Choice Awards.
I believe writing is my calling.
The process of my writing is
fun, like I’m eavesdropping
on characters and their
conversations. They are
people living their lives and
doing things, and I’m just
writing it down, chronicling
all of their shenanigans.
Beneath my humble and
calm demeanor, I am quick to
help and go out of my way to
make even the newest fan
feel like a close friend. I am
most grateful when readers
take time to write reviews for
me and interact with me on
my social media accounts of
Twitter and Goodreads, or to
email me.

Never-DEAD and The Lonely
Vampire are distributed by
IngramSpark and available
for purchase at most
retailers.
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It brings me joy knowing that something I’ve
written has touched their lives, or when my
characters win my readers over. I thank my
readers for allowing me this privilege to share my
stories and characters with them. There Is More
Magic and Fantastic Worlds To Come!
Career-wise, it’s really simple. In the next six
years, I plan to write seven more books after
Gotham Kitty, which is due to come out in the
spring of 2021. And I’m giving my all to it. After
that, I plan to return to part-time acting, dance
and promoting my books and their characters in
my retirement.

https://annsgreyson.com
https://twitter.com/AnnGreyson2
https://www.amazon.com/Lonely-Vampire-AnnGreyson/dp/0578705087
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-lonelyvampire-ann-greyson/1137584224?
ean=9780578705088
https://www.amazon.com/Never-DEAD-AnnGreyson/dp/0578588293
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/never-deadann-greyson/1135366280?ean=9780578588292
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Never-DEADPaperback-9780578588292/756300877

